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When it comes to total 
solutions, the Monarch truly reigns 
supreme. Advanced soundwave technology allows 
this unit to sense an approaching guest, prompting it to 
switch from a rotation of movie trailers and showtimes 
to an interactive display for ticket purchases and 
concession orders. There are a variety of configuration 
options available, wall assembled from 2x2, 4x2, or 
double 4x2 modules.

Performing transactions on a stunning 55” screen not 
only makes ticket scanning, receipt printing, and 
payment processing easy and efficient, but also 
entertaining and exciting! Inducting impressive 
technology like the Monarch into your cinema 
enhances loyalty and elevates satisfaction by 
empowering your guests to take ownership of their 
experience while enabling your team to focus on 
meaningful tasks and memorable customer 
engagement.

By choosing the Monarch, you are investing in a hybrid 
of digital signage and touch kiosk solutions. This ideal 
is illustrated by our warranty, in which all kiosk 
products come with three years of personalized 
coverage, including on-site service and maintenance. 
With TouchMate, you will always receive excellent 
service, because it is our mission to make sure your 
business remains exceptional.
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Optional Peripherals

Technical Specifications 

Credit Card Reader:

Bar Code Scanner:

EMV:

Printers:

Insert-type Mag Stripe Reader (Encrypted or Open)

Imaging 1D/2D bar code reader capable of reading
smart phone screens

PED-ready with PCI-compliant mount

80mm thermal printer, 660ft rolls with presenter 

Fanfold ticket stock printer

Display:

Touch Technology:

Processor:

Memory:

Graphics:

Ports:  

 Storage:

Operating System:

Connectivity:

Color Choice:

Security:

55” LCD - LED Non-touch upper
55” LCD - PCAP multi-touch lower 

Projected capacitive touch

Intel  Core i5-10500T, 10th Gen (6 Cores)

8GB RAM (up to 64GB optional)

Intel  UHD Graphics 630

4x USB 3.0, SuperSpeed USB C

256GB SSD

Windows 10, Windows 11 compatible  

Gigabit Ethernet wired port, wireless LAN, Bluetooth 5.0

Powder coating in any standard pallette color

Trusted Platform Module (TPM 2.0) security chip


